XXVII SEMANA FLAMENCA DE ALCOBENDAS (ALCOBENDAS’ 27\textsuperscript{TH} FLAMENCO WEEK)

The Rafael Alberti Cultural Association, Peña Flamenca Chaquetón, and Madrid Plaza Jonda are organizing and coordinating Alcobendas’ 27\textsuperscript{th} Flamenco Week (XXVII Semana Flamenca de Alcobendas), sponsored by the Alcobendas City Council in collaboration with Suma Flamenca.

The first day of this two-day event will pay tribute to Chano Lobato, with performances from three of the guardians of his \textit{cante gaditano} (special singing style from Cádiz): Capullo de Jerez, Juan la del Pipa and Mariana Cornejo. José Ignacio Franco and Pascual de Lorca will be accompanying them on guitar and Gregorio, Chicharito, Luis and Ali de la Tota on the \textit{compás}.

On the second day, the Peña Flamenca Chaquetón will bestow Tomasa Guerrero “La Macanita” with its 16\textsuperscript{th} Honor Award. Tomasa will also offer her \textit{cante} (flamenco singing), accompanied by Manuel Parrilla’s \textit{toque} (guitar playing). But first, maestro José Menese will sing for us accompanied by Antonio Carrión’s guitar playing.